In the present study, the distinctive tones of Mandarin were found to coarticulate with adjacent tones in running speech. However, the amount of deviation of a tone from its canonical form due to eoartieulation varied depending on the nature of the tonal context. In a context where adjacent tonal values agree (a "compatible" context), the deviation was relatively small. In a context where adjacent tonal values disagree (a "conflicting" context), the deviation was much greater, sometimes even to the extent of changing the direction of a dynamic tone. To examine the perception of coarticulated tones, naturally produced words and phrases were used as stimuli for tone identification. However, their semantic information was removed through waveform editing while all the tonal information contained in the signal remained intact. Identification of tones in the compatible context was highly accurate with or without the original tonal context. Tonal identification for the conflicting context remained accurate only when the tones were presented with the original tonal context. Without the original context, i.e., in isolation, correct tone identification dropped below chance. When the original tonal context was altered, listeners compensated for the altered context as if it had been there originally. It thus seems that, in tone perception, listeners compensate for variations due to coarticulation. Nevertheless, even with the presence of the original context, perceptual identification was better for the compatible context than for the conflicting context, indicating that variation due to coarticulation is not always completely compensated for by listeners.
Usually, coarticulation refers to cases where the influenced segment has some feature or articulatory gesture that is not definitely defined, and its surface value would depend on the influencing segment in which that feature or gesture is more definitely defined. Explained in terms of feature spreading, the specified feature of the influencing segment is said to spread to the influenced segment (Daniloff and Hammarberg, 1973) . In terms of coproduction or gestural overlap, different gestures may overlap in time (Fowler, 1977 ; Browman and Goldstein, 1986). As a result, acoustic consequences produced by a gesture for the influenced segment may co-occur with acoustic consequences produced by gestures for the influencing segment. In the conflicting context defined here, however, the adjacent tones have opposing values for the same feature or gesture. In case there is any compromise, the overlap would have to be at a more abstract level, that is, the surface value of the influenced tone would be approximately of a weighted average of its own pitch value and the pitch value of the influencing tone, and the value of the weighting factor would depend on the amount of coarticulation as well as the direction of coarticulation.
If different tonal variations are indeed found in com-
patible and conflicting contexts, it would be desirable to compare the different perceptual effects of those variations. In the present study, perceptual experiments are designed to examine whether native speakers of Mandarin are able to identify the intended tones when the tones are presented with the orighml t. onal context, without the tonal context, or with altered tonal context. It is expected that the results of these perceptual experiments not only would reveal how tones produced in connected speech are perceived, but also would shed light on the nature of tonal variation due to different tonal contexts.
I. F0 MEASUREMENTS OF TONES IN CONTEXT

A. Material
Trisyllabic words or phrases whose second syllables have either the rising tone or the falling tone were used in this experiment. These words had either compatible or conflicting tonal contexts, as defined earlier, for the target tone, i.e., the tone of the second syllable.
There are 16 possible tonal combinations in Mandarin, as shown in Fig. 2 , that satisfy the description of the two categories. All of them were used in the reading list.
B. Speakers
Five Chinese students from the University of Connecticut, three males and two females, served as speakers. They were all native speakers of Beijing Mandarin.
For each of the 16 patterns listed in Fig. 2 , two words or phrases were found. They were repeated five times and printed in Chinese in random order. The speakers recorded the whole list once with each word spoken in isolation, and a second time with each word spoken in a carrier sentence, w6 gabsunT•hl ze•rno hufshi? "Let me tell you what--is all about." It was expected that the presence of the carrier sentence would increase the speaking rate, thus increasing the magnitude of coarticulatory tonal variation. Each speaker produced 320 utterances.
During the recording, the overall speaking rate of the speakers was controlled by regularly occurring pure tone pulses played through a loudspeaker by a separate cassette player. The speakers were required to produce each sentence between two pulses occurring at an interval of 3 s. The recording was made with a condenser microphone and an Otari tape recorder at a tape speed of 7.5 in./s.
D. F0 analysis
All the utterances were digitized by the Haskins PCM system ) at a 20-kHz sampling rate.
The extraction of the F0 values was done manually to achieve high accuracy. A label was placed on each vocal pulse in the waveform of each target syllable displayed on the computer screen. Then, a computer program was used to measure the time intervals between neighboring ]abels and convert the intervals into frequency values. For syllables with initial fricatives• nasals, the lateral, or unaspirated stops, F0 measurement started from the point of release, i.e., where a nasal or lateral segment ends and the vocalic segment starts. For syllables with initial aspirated stops or affricatcs, F0 measurement started from the onset of voice in the syllable. For all the target syllables, the F0 measurement ended right before the closure or constriction for the initial consonant of the following syllable. value of the turning point in a tone contour, i.e., the point However, because the durations of the second syllables in the trisyllabic words examined in this study were rather short (around 100 ms), there were sometimes only a few vocal pulses in the vowel, and the contour was often very close to a straight line. So it was often difficult to decide where the turning point is. For this reason, turning points were not measured in this study, and the use of slope as the major measurement for tonal contours ignored any possible curvature within a contour. Also because this study is concerned mainly with comparing tonal variations under different conditions rather than examining the exact contour shapes, slope measurement should be sufficient.
E. Results and discussion
For each word or phrase spoken by each speaker at one of the speaking rates (with or without eartier), the mean slope, mean F0, and mean duration were obtained by averaging over the individual values of those measurements for all five tokens of the word. however, in conflicting context, the slopes are steeper for the rising tone at a faster speaking rate than at a slower speaking rate, whereas for the falling tone, the slopes are steeper at a slower speaking rate than at a i•aster speaking rate. (3) While the rising tone has higher mean F0 in conflicting context than in compatible context, the falling tone has lower mean F0 in conflicting context than in compatible context. (4) The duration is longer at a faster speaking rate than at a slower speaking rate. Figure 4 provides some examples of the rising tone produced with negative slopes in case of conflicting context. The five tokens were produced by one of the male speakers who participated in this experiment. It may be noticed that the duration of those contours are very short. Some of them consists of only four vocal pulses. However, these are only durations of the vocalic segment in the syllable/pi/, not of the entire syllable.
To make the slopes of the rising tone and the falling tone directly comparable for statistical analysis, the slope values should be normalized in terms of the direction of the slopes. One way to do this is to take absolute values of all the slopes. However, simply taking absolute values of the slopes would improperly treat cases of "directional change," i.e., cases in which a rising tone is produced with a negative slope, or a falling tone produced with a positive slope. To take care of those cases, the signs of all the slope values for the falling tone were reversed, while the signs of the slope values for the rising tone remained unchanged. The resulting slope values are referred to as adjusted slopes and are used in the statistical analysis described below. Note that the signs of the adjusted slopes thus obtained indicate whether there is directional change, both for the rising tone and for the falling tone, while the absolute values of the adjusted slopes reflect the steepness of the slopes regardless of their directions.
An There is a significant interaction [F(1,56)=13.29, p < 0.001] between tone and context. More specifically, the difference between the falling and rising tones is greater in a compatible context than in a conflicting context. This is probably because a compatible context helps the F0 contour of a tone to approach its canonical form, whereas the conflicting context reduces the slope of both tones to close to zero. Since the canonical form of the falling tone has a much stepper slope than that of the rising tone, the reduction of the slopes needs to go further for the falling than for the rising tone.
The only significant effect on duration is presence/ absence of carrier. As expected, tones produced in a carrier sentence are shorter (85.58 ms) than those produced in isolation (104.95 ms), F(1,56)=6.25, p=0.015, indicating a difference in speaking rate between the two conditions.
The main effect of carrier on adjusted slope is not significant. However, there is a significant interaction between carrier and context, F(1,56) = 10.26, p < 0.0. Figure  5 shows that with a carrier, the difference in adjusted slope between compatible and conflicting contexts is larger than without a carrier. Since the comparison of duration confirms the difference in speaking rate between the two carrier conditions, it is clear that tonal variation due to context is greater at a faster speaking rate than at a slower speaking rate. Note that the slopes for the compatible context are greater with the carder sentence (i.e., when they are short), which shows that the smaller value for the conflicting context is not simply a matter of articulatory undershoot.
There is a highly significant interaction between the effects of tone and context on the mean F0 of the target tones. The rising tone had a higher mean F0 in the conticting context that in the compatible context, whereas the falling tone had higher mean F0 in the compatible context than in the conflicting context. This does not make much sense until we take into consideration what the context is actually like for the two tones. For the rising tone in the conflicting context, the preceding tone ends high. Since in this case the mean F0 is high, it seems that the flattening of the contour is mainly accomplished through raising the beginning value of the rising tone rather than through lowering its ending value (cf. Fig. 3) . Conversely, for the falling tone in the conflicting context, the preceding tone ends low, so the low mean F0 seems more like a result of pulling down its beginning value rather than raising its ending value in producing the flattened contour. In both cases, it seems the preceding tone exerts more influence on the target tone than the following tone. Likewise, in the compatible contexts, the lower mean F0 in the rising tone indicates greater influence from the preceding falling tone that has a low ending F0 value; and the higher mean F0 in the falling tone indicates greater influence from the preceding rising tone that has a high ending F0 value. This apparent asymmetry in the influence of the tonal context upon a target tone may indicate a greater amount of carryover than anticipatory tonal coarticulation in Mandarin, which seems to disagree with Shen's report ( In the production study, the purpose of using real words and common phrases in the reading list was to guarantee that there would be maximum coarticulation, because they would be produced more naturally than nonsense material. To examine the perception of coarticulated tones, however, linguistic information other than purely phonetic information should be avoided. In other words, the design of the perceptual tests should prevent subjects from using their nonphonetic linguistic knowledge in accomplishing the task. To achieve this goal, phonetic manipulations were performed on the trisyllabic words. For each word, certain modifications of the acoustic signal were made so that the phonetic structure of one of the syllables was changed. The phonetic manipulations were of two kinds: excision or substitution, and they were applied to either the first or the last syllable in a word. No phonetic manipulation was applied to the second syllable in a word. In the process of excision, the initial part of the frication noise in a syllable was cut out to the extent that the phonetic identity of the first syllable was effectively changed. 
Subjects
Ten Chinese students from the University of Connecticut who are native speakers of Beijing Mandarin participated in the identification test.
Procedure
A subject listened to the test tape through headphones, and decided, for each trial, which of the four choices printed on the answer sheet was the one he had just heard, and marked his choice on the answer sheet accordingly. 
Discussion
The results we have seen are interesting in two respects. First, although as shown in the acoustical analysis, there are large differences between tones produced in compatible and in conflicting context, and for some tokens, the effect of the context is big enough even to change the direction of the F0 contours, the overall accuracy of response is very high for both contexts. This is especially significant when we remember that what the subjects heard was fluent speech stripped of all relevant semantic information. The apparent implication of this performance is that listeners allow for coarticulation when perceiving tones produced in connected speech.
Second, despite the overall high accuracy for both compatible and conflicting contexts, there was a significant difference between the two. When F0 contours were closer to the underlying ones due to the benefit of a compatible tonal context, the recognition was better than when F0 contours were distorted farther away from the underlying forms due to the effect of conflicting tonal context. This indicates that coarticulatory variation may not always be treated as such, and thus may not be fury compensated for by listeners. The raw tokens used in this experiment were the same tokens used in experiment 1, except that only words or phrases whose first and last tones were either rising or falling tones were used. For example, words with tone pattern of "/\/" were used, whereas words with tone pattern of "/ \_" were not. Also, only words or phrases produced with the eartier sentence were used.
For each token, the entire context for the syllable carrying the target tone, i.e., both the preceding and the following syllable and the cartier sentence, was replaced by white noise. The duration of white noise was 500 ms both preceding and following the target syllable.
Subjects
Ten native speakers of Beijing Mandarin who were students at the University of Connecticut participated in this experiment.
Procedure
The stimuli were recorded onto a magnetic tape in random order, each repeating twice in immediate succession. An answer sheet was prepared on which, corresponding to each syllable, there were four characters representing syllables with different tones including the target tone, but all having the same CV structure as the target syllable.
The subjects' task was to identify the tone of each target syllable by marking the appropriate character on the answer sheet. cation of both rising tone (17%) and falling tone (18%) dropped well below the chance level of 25%. Overall, the identification of the tones in a compatible context was significantly higher than that of the tones in a conflicting context, F( 1,9 ) = 357.70, p < 0.00 I. There was no difference between the identification of the two tones, and there was no interaction between the effect of tone and context.
Results
Subjects
Dt•cussion
The results of experiment 2 demonstrate that when a tone is stripped of its original context, its identification varies dramatically depending on the nature of that context. When the context was compatible, identification scores remained high; when the context was conflicting, identification dropped below chance. This indicates that without the adjacent tones the target tone is coproduced with, listeners can only attribute the coarticulatory variation in tonal contour to the target tone itselfi It also shows that a conflicting tonal context does effectively change the tonal contours to the extent that they resemble some other tone categories when heard without the original context. The fact that listeners heard as high tones most of the tones originally produced in the conflicting context indicates that the change of direction in the tonal contom observed in the F0 analysis, as discussed earlier, does not seem to be enough to make a listener hear a rising tone as a falling tone, or conversely. This result agrees with the finding by Whalen and Xu (1992) that Mandarin syllable excerpts with close to level F0 contours were heard mostly as the high tone, except when the absolute F0 is very low. tion in experiment I but low accuracy of tone identification in experiment 2. To further determine that it is the tonal information in the context that is responsible for the difference in tone identification across the previous experiments, changes should be introduced into the tonal context to test if tone identification is affected in the direction that can be predicted by a coarticulatory account of tone perception.
I. Stimuli
The first and last syllables in the trisyllabic words and phrases used in experiment 2 were swapped in preparing the stimuli for this experiment. For each word, the position of the first and last syllables were exchanged by excising both of them from the original context in the acoustic signal and putting each into the original position of the other. Since lexical identity was destroyed when the first and last syllables were swapped, there was no need for any further phonetic manipulation on the initial consonant of the first or the last syllable.
As a result of this simple swapping, two kinds of changes were introduced into the tonal context for the target tone, as shown in Fig. 10 . The first kind of change, referred to as pseudochange, occurs in trisyllabic words whose first and last tones are the same, for instance, words with the tonal pattern of "/ / /." The second kind of change, referred to as real change, occurs in words whose first and last tones are different, for instance, words with the tonal pattern of" -/ _." In both conditions, dramatic changes are introduced at the segmental level, because in both cases the first syllable and the last syllable are different in their CV structures. However, the pseudochange condition does not introduce significant alteration of the tonal environment for the second syllable, since the tonal values adjacent to the target tone remain the same, whereas the real change condition shifts the tonal values adjacent to the target tone to the opposite extreme, i.e., from high to low, or from low to high, thus changing an originally compatible context into a conflicting context, and vice versa.
As in experiment 2, only tokens produced in the carrier sentence were used in this experiment, and all of them underwent the swapping operation described above.
All the modified utterances were recorded onto magnetic tape in random order with ten repetitions each. For each tape, an answer sheet was prepared on which the test same CV structure as the original syllable. The first character and the last were printed only once for each trial. They both represent the original syllables except that their positions are exchanged. They might or might not be the same characters as the original ones, depending on how difficult it would be for the subjects to guess the original word. The essential thing was to guarantee that those characters would neither remind the subjects of the original word, nor form a new word when combined with any one of the four middle characters.
Predictions
The two types of original tonal context, namely, compatible and conflicting, were expected to have different contributions to the perception of the target tones. For the pseudochange condition, since no essential changes were introduced into the tonal environment, perception of the target tone was expected to be similar to that of experiment 1. For the real change condition, identification of the target tone was expected to differ dramatically. 
Subjects
Ten Chinese students at the University of Connecticut, all native speakers of Beijing Mandarin, participated in the identification test.
Procedure
The subjects listened to the test tape through headphones, and decided, for each trial, which of the four choices printed on the answer sheet was the one they had just heard, and marked their choices on the answer sheet accordingly. In Fig. 13 , it can be seen that under the pseudochange condition, a rising tone was mostly heard as rising tone whether the original context was compatible or conflicting, For the real change condition, again, there is striking difference between the compatible (89%) and the conflicting (26%) contexts. Also, although only 25% of the tokens were directly heard as rising tone for the original conflicting context, 45% were heard as low tone. Again in this condition, a low tone percept should be considered as indistinct from a rising tone percept, because the target tone was followed by a low tone which, had it been there originally, might have caused the previous tone to change into a rising tone. So the combined percentage of rising tone percepts would then be 69%. Again, this pattern of responses confirms the prediction that subject would compensate for the influence of the altered context introduced by the swapping operation as if it had been there originally. These results further indicate that in experiment 1, it must have been primarily the presence of the tonal information in the context, that helped the subjects to achieve their high accuracy of identification of the target tones.
Results
IlL GENERAL DISCUSSION
In the present study, by comparing coarticulation in "compatible" and "conflicting" contexts, it was possible to examine coarticulation under a wider range of variation than in previous studies. It was found that a phonetic unit deviated more from its underlying form when produced in a conflicting context than in a compatible context. In the cases examined in this study, a conflicting context was found to be able to distort a dynamic tone to the extent that the direction of its contour was sometimes reversed.
Specifically, when its tonal context was conflicting, a rising tone in Mandarin was often produced with a slightly falling contour and other times with nearly level contours, and the falling tone was produc.
•d most of the time with a falling contour with very small negative slope, and sometimes with a slightly rising contour. In contrast, when the tonal context was compatible, the rising tone had a clear rising contour and the falling tone had a clear falling contour. More interestingly, the two kinds of contexts, i.e., compatible and conflicting ones, had greater effects in producing tonal variations when the syllables carrying the target tones were produced at a faster rate (with a carrier sentence) than at a slower rate (without carrier sentence). This suggests that coarticulatory tonal variation is due to overlapping of underlying tonal contours. Hence, the faster the speaking rate, the greater the temporal overlap, and the more compromise or enhancement there is between the adjacent tonal values (cf. Fig. 5) .
It is also found in the F0 analysis that the tone of the second syllable in trisyllabic words and phrases in Mandarin is affected more by the preceding tone than the following tone, suggesting possible greater carryover than anticipatory tonal coartieulation in Mandarin. This finding differs from Shen's report (1990) that there is general symmetry in Mandarin tona coarticulation. This difference probably comes from the difference in the reading lists as well as the instructions to the speakers used in the two studies. In Shen(1990) , nonsense strings of syllables were used as reading list, whereas in the present study real words and phrases were used. Also in Shen's study, speakers were instructed to stress the three syllables in each utterance evenly, whereas in the present study speakers were instructed to produce the utterances as naturally as possible.
The finding that the rising tone sometimes becomes slightly falling in a conflicting context partially confirms the proposal by Wu (1984 Wu ( , 1988 ) that the rising tone becomes falling in the same context as one called conflicting in this study. This confirmation is only partial, however, because in this study only a tendency rather than a reliable rule was found. The tendency varies depending on the rate of speech, and hence, the amount of overlap between neighboring tones. The faster the speaking rate, the greater the tonal overlap, and the more likely there is a change in tonal direction.
There has also been a report of a change in tonal direction for the falling tone in Mandarin (Lin, 1985) . However, the tonal variation Lin reported is different from what was observed in this study both in kind and in magnitude. Lin found that in certain areas of Beijing (eastern suburb and the inner city) a falling tone sometimes becomes a rising tone when followed by another falling tone. However, he also reported that when this happened, a narrowband spectrogram showed a clear rising contour, and the tone was heard as rising tone. In looking for speakers for the present study, care was taken to avoid using speakers from those areas reported by Lin as having the faring tone sandhi. In the present study, only a very small portion of falling tone tokens had direction change. When it occurred, the slope was very close to zero, which is different from Lin's findings. Besides, unlike the perceptual shift of a falling tone to a rising tone reported by Lin, the change of direction observed in the present study did not cause a shift in perceived tonal categories when a tone was presented in its original context.
The dependence of perception of a tone on its tonal context was demonstrated by all the perceptual experiments in this study. Due to the phonetic manipulation through waveform editing in experiment 1, it was possible to examine purely phonetic perception of fluently produced tones. When presented with their original tonal context, most tones were correctly identified even when there was severe distortion of tonal contours due to a conflicting context. When the tones were stripped of their original tonal context in experiment 2, their identification fell below chance, and the tones perceived were mainly those whose canonical forms resembled the tonal contours actually produeed. Since the target tones originally produced in conflicting context mostly had flattened tonal contours, they were mostly perceived as the high tone whose canonical contour is high and level. When the original context of a tone was altered in experiment 3, subjects compensated for the altered tonal context as if it had been there originally. Most interestingly, when a tone originally produced in a conflicting context was presented in a compatible context, instead of helping to identify the underlying tone, the wrong context caused the flattened tone to be heard more often than not as a tone with the opposite dynamic direction.
These results of the perceptual experiments agree with previous findings about perception of coarticulated segmental phonemes. It has been shown that perception of one phoneme depends on the adjacent phonemes Liberman eta!., 1952; Mann, 1980; Mann and Repp, 1980) , indicating that listeners take coarticulation between adjacent phonemes into consideration when perceiving speech. Furthermore, it is suggested that listeners hear coarticulatory information as information for the influencing segment, rather than attributing it to the segment with which it co-occurs in time (Fowler, 1984; Fowler and Smith, 1986) . In the present study, listeners were found to parse tonal variation along coarticulatory li:nes: referring to contextual tonal information when interpreting a given stretch of surface tonal contour. As a result, variation in the surface contour is treated depending on the particular tonal context that surrounds it. When the surrounding context provided correct coarticulatory information in experiment 1, the intended tones were mostly correctly identified. When the tonal context was different from the original one in experiment 3, compensating for the newly introduced coarticulatory information resulted in much variation depending on the particular new relation between the target tone and the new tonal context. It could be argued that some of the tonal variations in conflicting context, i.e., those involving the rising tone, are cases of phonological tone sandhi. Chao ( 1968, pp. 27-28) proposed a tone sandhi rule for the rising tone in trisyllabic words or phrases. The rule states that a rising tone changes into a high tone when preceded by a high or rising tone and followed by any other tone. Although described by Chao as only applicable to conversational speech, this rule is generally taken by Chinese linguists as a phonological tone sandhi rule similar to the low tone sandhi rule by which a low tone changes into a rising tone when followed by another low tone. However, as mentioned earlier, the low tone sandhi has been shown to change a low tone into a tone that is perceptually indistinguishable from the rising tone (Wang and Li, 1967) . The perceptual ,experiment I in this study showed that most of the rising tones produced with flattened pitch contours in conflicting context were still perceived as the rising tone. This indicates that the intended tones as recovered by the listeners were still the underlying tones. In other words, as heard by the listeners, the speaker did not intentionally produce a tone that is different from the underlying one despite the distorted surface value due to conflicting context. Evidence is found in a recent study by Shih (1992) . She finds that, when preceded and followed by the high tone (a condition also included in Chao's rule but not examined in the present study), the rising tone still has different F0 contours from the high tone. The results of both Shih (1992) and the present study demonstrate that the contextual rising tone variation is due to coarticulation rather than a phonological process that changes the intended tone: category from one to the other.
It could also be argued that the variation in the tonal contour of the second syllable is due to neutralization caused by lack of stress. While the magnitude of the variation might be related to the reduction of stress typical of syllables in the mid position of a trisyllabic sequence in Mandarin, neutralization would not fully account for the perceptual results in experiment 1. In that: experiment, it was clear that despite severe distortion of the canonical tonal contours in the second syllable, in most cases, the tonal identities were not lost. Thus neutralization was certainly not what happened in the conflicting context.
Although nearly all the target tones had fairly high identifiability in experiment 1, due to the separation of those tones according to their tonal context, significant differences were found between the same tone in a cornpatible context and in a conflicting context, with tones in the compatible context being identified better than those in the conflicting context. This finding was possible because et"-forts were made in this study to examine perception of phonetic units with different amounts of coarticulatory variation. Another study that examined perception of different amounts of coarticulation was by Wright and Kerswill ( Whatever the true cause of less perfect identification for tones produced in conflicting context than for those produced in compatible context, the fact that they differ at all also suggest a potential source for language change. A:s Ohala ( 1981 Ohala ( , 1992 has argued, listener's failure to recover speaker's intention may be a source of language change:. More specifically, "hypocorrection," i.e., failure to compensate for distortion due to phonetic context, may cause the listener to take the speech signal at its face value. In Chao's (1968) description of the rule concerning the rising tone in what is called in this study a conflicting tonal context, the tonal change occurs only at conversational speed, not at a more deliberate speed. Indeed, significant tonal variation was observed acoustically in the present study because the utterances were produced at a fluent speed. In perception, the overall high accuracy of identification ob-
